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Abstract: The fishing industry is identified as a strategic sector to raise domestic protein production
and supply in Malaysia. Global changes in climatic variables have impacted and continue to impact
marine fish and aquaculture production, where machine learning (ML) methods are yet to be
extensively used to study aquatic systems in Malaysia. ML-based algorithms could be paired with
feature importance, i.e., (features that have the most predictive power) to achieve better prediction
accuracy and can provide new insights on fish production. This research aims to develop an ML-
based prediction of marine fish and aquaculture production. Based on the feature importance scores,
we select the group of climatic variables for three different ML models: linear, gradient boosting, and
random forest regression. The past 20 years (2000–2019) of climatic variables and fish production data
were used to train and test the ML models. Finally, an ensemble approach named voting regression
combines those three ML models. Performance matrices are generated and the results showed that
the ensembled ML model obtains R2 values of 0.75, 0.81, and 0.55 for marine water, freshwater, and
brackish water, respectively, which outperforms the single ML model in predicting all three types of
fish production (in tons) in Malaysia.

Keywords: climate change; machine learning; marine fish; marine aquaculture; feature importance

1. Introduction

Fish is a vital source of animal protein and micronutrients and it plays a significant
part in meeting the food security needs of Malaysia, where per capita fish consumption
is currently at least 56.5 kg per year [1,2]. However, fish stocks are declining because of
increasing demand and consumption [3]. Currently, fish consumed globally is expected
to increase from 20.5 kg in 2018 to 21.5 kg by 2030 [4]. Besides, demand for aquaculture
is increasing along with the growing global population and it is projected that the total
worldwide production will rise by 62% by 2030 [5].

Malaysia is the highest per capita seafood consumer in Southeast Asia, where fish is
chosen as the primary animal protein diet in Asia and fulfilled 60–70% of total national
protein intake [6]. It is also reported in the Malaysian Adult Nutrition Survey (MANS)
that, the percentage of people eating fish at least once a day among the rural and urban
populations of Malaysia is 51.3% and 33.6%, respectively [7]. Consequently, fish landings in
beach areas of Malaysia have expanded to about 548,800 km2 within Malaysia’s Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ), which was enforced in 1981 [8]. EEZ was implemented in Malaysia
to support national development by decreasing unemployment via the export of fish. The
declaration of the EEZ also helped to make fish the most important source of food for the
Malaysians [9].
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In Malaysia, as in other countries, the fisheries sector consists of landings of wild
marine and inland fisheries as well as production from aquaculture. The value of marine
fish landings is highly dependent on the grade/species and prevailing wholesale market
price. On the other hand, aquaculture production comprises freshwater and brackish
water/marine fish, which is based on any activity related to fish seed production, nurturing
of seed, and farming to raise fish [10]. According to the Department of Statistics Malaysia,
every year, billions of dollars of revenue is generated by the fisheries sectors and is expected
to grow at the rate of 10.2% annually [11]. Malaysia’s coastal fishing communities contribute
approximately 65% of the total catch whereas the country’s deep-sea fleet contributes
the rest. On the other hand, aquaculture generates about 30% of the country’s total
fish production. Generally, aquaculture is split between brackish water and freshwater
production [12]. As the fisheries sector becomes the national source of animal protein
supplies, so the National Agro-food Policy (2011–2020) anticipated that the yearly demand
for fish will rise to 1.93 million tons by the year 2020. Therefore, the Department of
Fisheries Malaysia (DoFM) has developed a capture fisheries strategic management plan
(2011–2020) based on three main documents i.e., National Agro-food Policy (NAP, 2011–
2020), Department of Fisheries Strategic Management Plan (2011–2020), and Malaysia’s
National Plan of Action on Sustainable Fisheries for Food Security towards 2020 [13].
However, the situation has now changed due to the impact of climate change, which makes
Malaysia one of the highly vulnerable countries in the world [14].

The success and sustainability of aquaculture are highly influenced by climatic condi-
tions [15]. Due to climate change, the increment of global fish production is under threat as
aquaculture is extremely reliant on the climate, which has already impacted aquaculture
systems and production [16–18]. As a result of climate change, sea-level rise, tempera-
ture variation, and water shortages in many parts of the world impacted fish production
demand and reduced freshwater obtainability [19]. According to the United Nations Sus-
tainable Development Goals (SDGs), climate change is considered as one of the big contests
to attain zero hunger by 2030 [20]. Therefore, it is significant to consider the vulnerability
of fish production, which has been greatly impacted by climate change and environmental
variables. Additionally, there is a need for new adaptation approaches to mitigate these
challenges with plenty of alternatives and environmental, economic, and social factors [21].

The impacts of climatic variables such as sea-level rise, sea surface temperature
variation, humidity variance, etc., change the marine fish and aquaculture production
trend in Malaysia. Consequently, the fisheries sector and food security are also impacted
by these changes. Therefore, investigating the vulnerability level in this sector becomes
significant, which is also reported in the food and agriculture organization (FAO) of the
United Nations Report in 2017. According to FAO, total fish production has risen to
1.7 million tons, where around 1.5 million tons were captured in Malaysia. Thus, it is vital
to predicting the climatic variables’ impacts on marine fish and aquaculture production,
which will help the stakeholders and researchers to resolve the sustainable management
problems [22].

At present, forecasting of fish landing data is extremely reliant on the study of the
earlier and existing patterns [23]. Several methods, i.e., the autoregressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA), seasonal ARIMA, vector autoregression (VAR), neural network,
nonlinear autoregressive (NARX), wavelet, etc., have become popular among researchers
for predicting/forecasting short-term fish landings [24,25]. Anuja et al. showed the fore-
casting of marine fish production in Tamil Nadu using the ARIMA model [25]. However,
these models are usually fitted with single time-series data, therefore often produce un-
satisfactory predictions when multi-dimensional data is fetched as inputs. To overcome
this problem, researchers came up with the idea of using machine learning (ML) meth-
ods [26,27]. ML is a subarea of artificial intelligence (AI), where the main objective of
using ML is to practice different algorithms to analyze data, learn from the outcomes, and
finally generating prediction accuracy. These algorithms normally learn from the data and
come up with a prediction accuracy on flight time deviation, weather forecasting, water
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quality prediction, hydrometeorological forecasting for agricultural decision support, etc.
around the world [28–30]. Although several types of research have been done so far on
estimating fish landings considering ecological variables [31,32]. However, in Malaysia, as
far as we are aware, no one has implemented the ML-based method to predict and analyze
fish landings of the coastal area. Generally, it is common to use the linear regression (LR)
method to predict time-series datasets. It is obvious that, if the dataset is correlated, then
the LR-based ML models produced very good outputs with the more accurate assumption
of the predicted values. Nevertheless, if the data are not much correlated then we need to
find different ML models for accurate predictions. Moreover, a single ML model does not
perform best in different time-series predictions. In this case, a good choice would be to use
ensemble-based ML models for enhancing the prediction accuracy [33,34]. This approach
allows the production of better predictive performance compared to a single ML model.

In this research, the climatic data of five major states of Malaysia are considered to
measure the feature importance parameters for predicting three different types of fish
productions, i.e., marine landing, brackish water aquaculture, and freshwater aquaculture.
The states included in the study are Kedah (KD), Pahang (PH), Perak (PR), Selangor (SL),
and Terengganu (TG) of Malaysia. Three ML approaches: linear regression (LR), random
forest (RF), and gradient boosting (GB) are applied for prediction purposes on fish produc-
tion. Finally, we apply one ensembled technique voting regression (VR) consist of these
three ML models to demonstrate the accuracy of our approach in terms of quality matrix.

This research presented a novel approach to predict fish production in Malaysia’s five
major states. The structure of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
Materials and Methods which consists of variable selection, study area, data source, ML
regression method, and error quality matrix identification. Section 3 details the Results
based on the correlation matrix, feature importance identification, trend line analysis,
and ML-based prediction. Section 4 analyzes the generated outputs of this research and
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Variable Selection

We have selected climatic variables through an extensive literature review. Several
climatic variables are recorded as the influencing factors in the fisheries sector, including
temperatures, rainfall, salinity, sea level, etc. [35–38]. The selection of indicators for regional
analysis is fraught with constraints, assumptions, and availability of data set. Previous
studies demonstrated that rainfall and temperature impact fish landing in the focus coun-
try [39]. Similarly, sea surface temperature has been considered an essential indicator for
coastal upwelling events influencing fish production reported for the region [40]. Prior
studies showed that relative humidity is a significant climatic factor in fisheries studies due
to its indirect impact on some environmental stressors [41–43]. Therefore, we have collected
data of maximum and minimum air temperature, sea surface temperature, rainfall, rainfall
duration, and humidity for building models using the different ML approaches. In addition,
we considered fish production data for marine landings, brackish water aquaculture, and
freshwater aquaculture during data compilation.

2.2. Study Area

Our study site covered the major states of Malaysia named “Selangor”, “Terengganu”,
“Kedah”, “Pahang”, and “Perak”. Among these states, Pahang has the largest land area
while Selangor has the smallest. All these states border a long coastal area, which helps
them to produce more marine fish over the year. We have collected data covering the
period from 2000 to 2019 from various organizations in Malaysia that worked with marine
water, brackish water, and freshwater fish production. Different states show different fish
production quantities and climatic variable statistics, which are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Comparison of different climatic variables and the average annual fish landings in five major states of Malaysia.

From Figure 1 we can see that the highest temperature was 33.9 ◦C in Perak, whereas
the lowest temperature was 22.2 ◦C in Terengganu over these 20 years of data. However,
the average SST was found as 29 ◦C for almost all the states. According to Figure 1, it is also
observed that Kedah and Terengganu states have a slightly more average rainfall per day
(~16 mm) whereas in Pahang and Perak, the value is moderate (~13 mm) and in Selangor,
the value is the lowest, i.e., 11.88 mm per day. On the other hand, Kedah recorded the
highest humidity at 84.27% whereas Selangor recorded the lowest humidity at 79.54%.

Among all those five major states, the Perak has the highest number of fish landings
in marine (~270K tons), fresh (~35K tons), and brackish water (~40K tons). Although the
Selangor state has more brackish (~17K tons) and freshwater (~13K tons) fish landings,
the marine water fish landings are moderate (~118K tons) compared to other states. The
Terengganu state has the lowest fish landings among all states.

2.3. Data Source

We have composed the data set of fish production annual data along with vari-
ous climatic variable’s statistical data. We have collected the “Rainfall, and humidity”
(2000–2019) data from the Department of Statistics Malaysia (DoSM) and “temperature
data” (2000–2019); “sea-surface temperature” (2000–2019) data from the Meteorological
Department (MET) of Malaysia. On the other hand, we have obtained the “fish produc-
tion” (2000–2019) data from the Department of Fisheries Malaysia (DoFM) [44–46]. After
collecting all the statistical and environmental data, we have combined them into one
dataset for five major states of Malaysia. We mapped the individual states into numbers
for ML model implementation. At first, we use ordinal encoding to label the states such as
Selangor to 1, Terengganu to 2, Pahang to 3, Kedah to 4, and Perak to 0. Then we converted
the numbers using a one-hot encoding process to remove biasing of the data. Based on this
combined processed dataset from 2000 to 2019 we have analyzed using different ML-based
regressions. Additionally, we have used this combined dataset for generating correlation
matrices, feature importance scores, and trend line analysis.

2.4. ML-Based Regression

We have applied different ML models such as linear regression (LR), gradient boosting
regression (GB), and random forest regression (RF) algorithms based on the feature impor-
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tance scores. This is because algorithms such as the Tree-based regression technique will
help handle data from various measurement scales. These algorithms do not influence out-
liers and missing values to a fair degree and simplify building rules for predictions about
individual cases and complex relationships [34]. As the dataset has different dimensional
data so we have chosen RF and GB algorithms. We used the first 17 years of (2000–2016)
datasets for model training and the last 3 years of datasets (2017–2019) for testing the
accuracy of these models. We have optimized hyperparameters of the ML models based on
the cross-validation score. Hyperparameters such as the number of trees in the algorithm,
the least number of trials essential to split an internal node, the smallest number of trials
required to be at a leaf node, and most importantly, the maximum depth of each tress are
adjusted for the RF and GB algorithm. We have assigned the maximum depth of each tree
to 7 to ensure the algorithms reduce overfitting of data [38]. We have observed that different
ML approaches were suitable for the different datasets. Therefore, we have combined the
three ML models in the ensembled VR process and different weight was distributed for a
different model as shown in Table 1. We have applied different combinations and compare
the cross-validation scores of the VR model with different combinations of weights. Then
we choose the weights which give the highest mean scores in the cross-validation table and
the total weight is always equal to 1.

Table 1. Weight distribution on different ML models in the VR ensemble process.

Fish Production Type LR RF GB

Freshwater 0.05 0.15 0.8

Brackish water 0.8 0.1 0.1

Marine water 0.3 0.35 0.35

2.5. Error Quality Matrices

We have used Python Scikit learn for the ML implementation and measured different
error quality matrices for determining the accuracy of the prediction [31]. Additionally,
we have used five error quality matrices to assess the models quantitatively. The quality
matrices included the coefficient of determination (R2), root means square error (RMSE),
mean absolute error (MAE), and percentage of bias (PBIAS). The different error quality
matrices were calculated using the following equations:

R2 = 1 −
∑n

i=1(FLmeasured − FLpredicted)
2

∑n
i=1 (FLmeasured − F̂Lmeasured)

2 (1)

MAPE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣ FLmeasured − F̂Lpredicted

FLmeasured
× 100

∣∣∣∣∣ (2)

MAE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣(FLmeasured − FLpredicted)
∣∣∣ (3)

PBIAS =

(
∑n

i=1(FLmeasured − FLpredicted)

∑n
i=1 FLpredicted

)
× 100 (4)

where, F̂Lmeasured and F̂Lpredicted are mean values of predicted and measured fish landing
(FL), respectively. In this case, the smaller the values of MAPE means the higher the
efficiency of the model. The most common way to measure the performance is the R2 value
which is between 0 and 1 [40]. We have compared the predicted fish production values
with the observed values for measuring the efficiency of the ML model output.
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3. Results
3.1. Correlation Matrix

A correlation matrix is needed to describe the relationships between the climatic
variables and locations, which is illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Correlation between the climatic variables and locations in Malaysia.

State Rainfall RF Duration Max Temp Min Temp SST Humidity

State 1

Rainfall 0.387 1

RF Duration 0.428 0.613 1

Max Temp 0.448 −0.171 0.159 1

Min Temp −0.358−0.238 −0.236 0.275 1

SST 0.100 −0.109 0.089 0.264 −0.037 1

Humidity 0.235 0.411 0.230 −0.495 −0.473 −0.322 1

This research calculated the impact of climatic variables using the Pearson Correlation
Index (PCI), where the relationship is defined according to the size of the coefficient (0.9–1,
very high; 0.7–0.89, high; 0.5–0.69, moderate; 0.26–0.49, weak; 0–0.25, very weak) [47].
According to the PCI matrix, one parameter’s negative value is found in inverse relation
to another parameter. If a parameter has a decreasing value, then another parameter
value has an increasing value. For example, in Table 2, a moderate positive correlation is
observed between rainfall and rainfall duration (r = 0.61; p < 0.01). This relation implied
that an increase in rainfall duration is related to the total amount of rainfall. Additionally,
rainfall and rainfall duration data are positively related with states, which means that
state-wise rainfall and rainfall duration has a weak impact on fish landings. On the other
hand, it has been observed from the correlation data as shown in Table 2 that, state-wise
maximum temperature also has a weak positive correlation on the state (r = 0.44; p < 0.01).
However, it is observed from Table 2 that climatic variable humidity has a weak positive
correlation with rainfall (r = 0.41; p < 0.01). On the other hand, humidity data has weak
negative correlation with maximum temperature (r = −0.49; p < 0.01) and minimum
temperature (r = −0.47; p < 0.01). This negative correlation implies that if the humidity of
any state increases then the maximum or minimum temperature could decrease of that
state. Generally, SST rises due to the absorption of more heat by the sea, which changes the
ocean circulation patterns [48]. Moreover, the duration of rainfall, temperature variability,
and humidity data may affect the fish landings [49]. As there is no significant correlation
observed among the climatic variables and location, so for further investigation, feature
importance parameters have taken into consideration to analyze the fish landing datasets
for five major states of Malaysia. Here, correlation analysis has been done among the three
types of water and climatic variables, which is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Correlation between the climatic variables and different types of fish landings in Malaysia.

Rainfall RF Duration Max
Temp

Min
Temp SST Humidity

Marine fish 0.155 0.478 0.515 −0.129 0.304 −0.165

Brackish water fish 0.045 0.391 0.401 −0.090 0.303 −0.110

Freshwater fish 0.094 0.361 0.358 −0.076 0.227 −0.201

3.2. Feature Importance Analysis

According to the correlation table, finding the important climatic variables is quite
limited, which are affecting the catchment of different fishes. Therefore, feature importance
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analysis for predicting the various ML models has been included. Based on the dataset,
ML models, dimension reduction, selection of climatic variables feature is necessary to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of any predictive model. Figure 2 shows the
feature importance graph of climatic variables, which has been taken into consideration
for marine water, brackish water, and freshwater fish productions. The ML-based feature
importance model given an importance score for each variable where the larger score
implies that the variable is more important [50]. The figure shows that no matter what type
of fish we considered, the location always plays the most important role. Therefore, the
ML model also included the states as one of the major dependent variables for predicting
fish productions in Malaysia. Moreover, from Figure 2a,b, it is found that, for marine
water, rainfall, rainfall duration and minimum temperature are found to be less significant.
Therefore, these climatic variables were not used in different ML models. Instead, Figure 2c
shows that for freshwater fish landings, rainfall, rainfall duration and SST were found less
significant. Nevertheless, from Figure 2, it is obvious that humidity is negatively scored
in feature importance analysis for all three categories of fish productions, which is also
identical to the correlation table (Table 2). However, SST is identified as an important
feature for both marine water and brackish water, which should be taken into consideration
during prediction modeling.
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3.3. Trend Line Analysis

Several climatic variables have been considered such as maximum and minimum air
temperature, SST, humidity for building different models. Using the LR model, Figure 3
shows the trend line of maximum and minimum air temperatures in Malaysia’s major five
states from 2000 to 2019. We can observe an upward trend in the maximum temperature
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as shown in Figure 3 except the Pahang state, which is showing a downward trend. In
addition, we observed a sharp fall in temperature in the year 2017 except the Pahang state
which rapidly falls in the year 2018. The temperature started to rise again in 2019. It was
also observed that there was a slightly increasing trend line in the minimum temperature
over the period (2000 to 2019). We can see a sharp fall in minimum temperature in the case
of Pahang state from 2017 to 2018.
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Figure 3. Maximum/minimum temperature data trends of five states over the period 2000 to 2019.

Figure 4 shows the trendline of humidity and SST in five major states of Malaysia
over the period (2000 to 2019). We found that humidity is showing a descending trend
line in four states of Malaysia except for Pahang which is in an upward trend from 2000 to
2019. The SST started to fall from 30 ◦C in 2009 to 26 ◦C in 2012. Again in 2012, SST shows
the inclining trend. Overall, the SST trend line indicated that the impact of a large period
dataset on the variability of SST changes very little (except for the Pahang state), which
can be less noticeable. The lowest average humid day was recorded in 2005 in Selangor
(72.9%), whereas, in 2017, the highest humidity was recorded in Kedah with 87.5%.
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3.4. ML-Based Prediction

Four ML-based prediction models, known as the LR, GB, RF, and VR models are
implemented to predict marine, fresh, and brackish water fish landing (in tons). After
implementing the four ML algorithms, the comparison graph is shown in Figure 5. The
VR ensembled ML model shows a better result compared to the individual ML model.
In Figure 5, the X-axis is showing all five states’ output for 2018 and 2019. The Y-axis
shows the comparison of the predicted values based on the 4 ML models. According to
Figure 5, we found that the VR model output is closest compared to the observed dataset.
Additionally, this figure indicates that the linear regression has a high bias, whereas RF
and GB have comparatively improved prediction results with low bias. Moreover, in 2019,
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data for freshwater we have found that the LR has given negative values, proving that the
LR model will produce a low prediction accuracy.
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the testing dataset.

4. Discussion

By comparing all the figures above, we can see that a single ML model does not give
the best prediction every time. Therefore, we have applied the VR technique to ensemble
the three different ML models. This VR model is used to average multiple ML models with
customized weight values improving the accuracy. Table 4 describes the comparative study
of four regression models used in this research with the error quality matrix for marine
water, brackish water, and freshwater fish production prediction in different ML models.
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Table 4. Comparison study of four regression models.

Linear (LR) Gradient Boost Random
Forest Voting

R2 0.64 0.74 0.71 0.75

Marine Water
Fish

MAPE 0.416 0.384 0.414 0.385

MAE 45,686.619 43,414.895 45,805.751 42,160.472

PBIAS 0.076107 0.148685 0.172827 0.135361

R2 0.38 0.81 0.79 0.81

Freshwater
Fish

MAPE 1.408 0.661 0.579 0.683

MAE 8966.13 5354.083 5428.294 5517.096

PBIAS 0.046812 0.192765 0.213581 0.188589

R2 0.44 −0.57 −0.073 0.55

Brackish
Water Fish

MAPE 1.189 1.032 0.71 1.072

MAE 5591.54 7652.332 5768.358 5412.247

PBIAS −0.585898 −0.467072 −0.335735 −0.548999

The ML model’s prediction performance is measured in terms of four error objective
functions, which are R2, MAPE, MAE, and PBIAS as we are dealing with time-series data.

MAPE indicates how much error in prediction is compared to the measured value
in the series. Additionally, MAPE is used for comparison of the precision of the same or
different methods in two different series and measure the accuracy of the estimated value
of the model expressed in terms of the absolute percentage error average [41]. In this case,
the smaller the values of MAPE means the higher the efficiency of the model. From Table 4
MAPE values of LR, GB, RF, and VR are 0.41, 0.38, 0.41, 0.38, respectively for marine water
fish. These values reflect that GB and VR models showed more efficiency among these
models. On the other hand, for freshwater and brackish water fish landings, MAPE values
are found quite high compared to marine water fish landings. However, MAPE results can
be skewed if there are zero or close to zero values in the dataset, which is a disadvantage
of this error function [42].

Generally, the optimal value of error indices MAE is zero and the smaller are the
values, the more accurate are the simulations [42]. From Table 4, it is found that the MAE
value of the VR model is the smallest at 42,160.472, which proved that, among these ML
models ensembled VR model is more accurate for predicting the marine water fish landings.
Similarly, in brackish water fish landings, the MAE value of the VR model is the smallest at
5412.247, which also showed the best accuracy among other predictive models. However,
for freshwater fish landings, the GB model generated the best accuracy with the MAE
smallest value of 5354.083. On the other hand, PBIAS measures the average tendency of the
simulated values to be larger or smaller than their observed ones. Positive values indicate
model underestimation bias, and negative values indicate model overestimation bias [51].
From Table 4, it is observed that both marine water and freshwater fish landing’s best
accuracy is obtained from LR modeling, which is 0.076 and 0.046, respectively. However,
for brackish water fish landings, negative values are observed.

Most importantly, researchers measure the ML model performance in terms of the
R2 values. In the case of marine fish, the R2 values of LR, GB, RF are 0.64, 0.74, and
0.71, respectively. However, when the VR technique is applied to ensemble these three
ML models, the R2 value became 0.75, which is higher inaccuracy. On the other hand,
for freshwater fish, the R2 values of LR, GB, RF are 0.38, 0.81, and 0.79, respectively.
Nevertheless, after applying the ensemble approach, the VR value is found at 0.81, which
is equivalent to the highest value obtained by an individual model. The VR model boosts
the performance in the brackish water fish landing prediction. The R2 values of LR, GB,
RF are 0.44, −0.57, and −0.073, respectively. However, when the VR ensemble is applied,
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the accuracy of the prediction is improved and increased to 0.55. Hence, based on the R2

values, the VR-based ensembled ML model is the best ML-based prediction model for fish
landings in Malaysia.

Based on the score achieved in feature importance implementation, it is evident that
climatic variables have an impact on marine water, brackish water, and freshwater fish
production. The ML model performance also greatly depends on the variables that have
more predicting power. We have determined this predictive power of individual climatic
variables using the feature importance method and found that rainfall (rf) has the least
impact among all variables and temperature has more influences on fish production. We
have improved the ML model performance by doing such pre-processing of the data.

The fisheries industry is an important sector in sustaining the economy of Malaysia
as changes in climatic variables may alter fish production or overfishing. Therefore, the
prediction of annual fish productions in Malaysia is significant for sustainable development
along with the continuous fish catch. In this regard, this research has implemented the
feature importance method to determine the impact score of the climatic variables over
different types of fish landings. Based on the score, the annual climatic data are considered
and divided into training and testing set to predict the annual fish landings of all five
major states. These variables have been considered for building models using the different
ML approaches LR, RF, GB, and ensembled VR. In addition, fish production data from
2000 to 2019 for three different types of water such as marine, brackish, and freshwater
is considered for developing these ML models. Generally, it is stated that changes in fish
landings are consistent with the temperature and higher temperature means higher fish
productions [52]. In addition, fish landings may reduce before temperature decreases,
which reflects that climatic variable air temperature may influence the total fish landings
by altering the habitat availability and quality.

We see in this study that when the R2, MAPE, MAE, and PBIAS values were used
for selecting the best model, the ML models emerged as the better models in predicting
fish production in Malaysia. However, if the R2 value is selected as the forecast accuracy
measurement for model selection, then the ML models can be used as the alternative
models in predicting the demersal marine fish and freshwater fish production in Malaysia.
In this research, the dataset contained all five major states in both the validation and testing
phases. Thus, ML models used in this research can predict fish production in five major
states of Malaysia. The fishery industry’s decision-makers usually plan according to the
fishing market’s resource requirement, which is highly dependent on the accurate forecasts
of one or two years of fish landings in advance [53]. Therefore, this predictive model can
be a valuable component to build future decision support systems (DSS) for Malaysia’s
fishing industry.

5. Conclusions

Machine learning algorithms are efficient to solve complex time series data and have
been widely used in the environmental field. Applied ML models sometimes faced a
problem with many potential inputs but limited datasets are available. Here, we applied
a hybrid approach, which included feature importance measures, and an ML model. We
have implemented these models to extract valuable and meaningful information from
the selected climatic variables and to explore the impacts on marine fish, brackish water
aquaculture, and freshwater aquaculture production. We have used the past 20 years of
data from five major states of Malaysia for generating the ML models. A performance
matrix evaluates the ML model performance in terms of 4 error objective functions. ML-
based feature importance method first identified the more predictor values. Based on those
values, we have chosen 3 climatic variables and the location as input of the ML models.
We have implemented 3 ML models and one ensembled approach (VR). The results show
that the ensembled VR value is found 0.75, 0.81, 0.55 for marine water, freshwater, and
brackish water, respectively, which is better compared to the single ML model. Hence, we
can conclude that instead of one ML model, an ensemble approach outperforms the other
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ML model in predicting all three types of fish production (in tons). This research provides
an ML model-based framework that delivers a reliable and accurate estimation of fish
production in the study area. This ensembled ML approach with the feature importance
method will be a valuable tool to predict fish data and help Malaysian stakeholders and
policymakers to implement such tools to help guide fish production strategies in Malaysia.
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